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Motivation and Research Context
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Motivation and Background

● Several methodologies and 
standards to identify threats 
and possible mitigations are 
available
○ Risk-based e.g SREP, 

SeCRAM, ISO 27005, NIST 
SP 800-30

○ Goal-based e.g SABSA
○ Problem-based e.g 

SECURITY 
ARGUMENTATION

● What standard to use?
● What methodology to follow?
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Research Goal (1)

● Limited empirical 
evidence on how 
classes of security 
engineering methods 
work in practice
○ Opdahl et al. [Inf.Sof.Tech,

2009] misuse cases vs 
attack trees

○ Massacci et al. 
[NordSec2012] risk-based 
vs goal-based vs  problem-
based

OUR RESEARCH GOAL:
Compare these classes of methods 

with respect to how “successful” they 
are in identifying threats and 

mitigations 

Our Focus
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Research Goal (2)
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CORAS = Graphical Method, 
Threats & Countermeasures in 1 diagram

Whole book describes methodology 

SREP = Tabular Method, 
Threats & Security Requirements in 2 Tables

Research papers describe the approach



Research Model

● Theoretical model from Moody, 2003

degree to which a 
method achieves 
its objectives

degree to  which a person 
believes that using a 
particular method would be 
free of effort

degree to which a person 
believes that a particular 
method will be effective in 
achieving its intended 
objectives

the extent to 
which a person 
intends to use a 
particular method
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Research Questions

Is there a difference between visual and textual 
risk-based methods with respect to? 

○ effectiveness (RQ2)

○ overall preference (RQ3)

○ perceived ease of use(RQ4)

○ perceived usefulness (RQ5)

○ intention to use (RQ6)
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Experiment Design and Execution
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Experiment Design

● Variables and Metrics
○ Actual Effectiveness

■ N° of “good quality” threats and mitigations
■ Quality Evaluated by a Security Expert

○ Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU), Perceived 
Usefulness (PU), Intention to Use (ITU)
■ Post-task questionnaire

● Design: Within-subject design/Randomized 
Group Assignment
○ 16 groups, 4 threats and mitigations identification 

tasks, 1 application scenario
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Experiment Execution 
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Data Analysis and Results
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Reports’ Analysis

● Coding: N° of Threats and Mitigations 
● Expert Assessment of Results’ Quality  

○ Are identified threats meaningful?
○ Are identified mitigations appropriate?

● Statistical analysis: ANOVA with α = 0.05  

Some results 
were not so 

good

Many threats are 
generic but there is 
a good number of 

specific ones
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Actual Effectiveness (RQ1)

● Threats
○ Visual Method is better than 

Tabular
○ Both for Good and All Groups
○ Statistically significant for both 

groups
● Mitigations

○ Textual slightly better than 
Visual

○ Only tiny difference between 
Good and All groups

○ But Not statistically significant
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Questionnaire’s  Analysis

● 22 questions in opposite 
statement format
○ 12 questions on PEOU, PU, 

ITU
○ 5 questions on specific 

method’ aspects
○ 4 questions on tasks’ difficulty

● Statistical test: Wilcoxon 
rank-sum test with α = 0.05
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Participants’ perception

● Perceived Easy of Use (RQ4)
○ Preference is higher for visual method
○ Not statistically significant for all participants
○ 10% statistical significance for good participants

● Perceived Usefulness (RQ5)
○ Higher preference for visual method
○ Not statistically significant for all participants
○ 10% statistical significance for good participants

● Intention to Use (RQ6)
○ Higher for visual method with statistical significance only for 

good participants
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Interviews’ Analysis

● Qualitative analysis 
1. Identify recurrent statements
2. Identify main emerging 

categories for each group of 
statements

3. Count the frequency of 
statements
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Why Methods ARE Effective: Visual 
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➔ Visual summary for security analysis
"Diagrams are useful. You have an overview of the 
possible threat scenarios and you can find links 
among the scenarios"

➔ Helps in identifying threats
"Yes, it helped to identify which are the threats. In 
CORAS method everything is visualized. The 
diagrams helped brainstorming on threats"



Why Methods ARE Effective: Textual 
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➔ Clear Process
"Well defined steps. Clear process to follow"

➔ Helps in identifying mitigations
"The order of steps helped to identify security 
mitigations"
"Steps by steps helped to discover more"
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Why Methods ARE NOT Effective: 
Visual 

➔ Scalability of Visual Notation
"The diagrams are not scalable when there are too 
many links"

➔ Primitive Tool
"The tool takes too much to arrange things"
"When the diagrams are too large, the tool occupies 
too much memory"



Why Methods ARE NOT Effective: 
Textual
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➔ Tabular Summary of Results
"It is not easy to represent what you think because 
there are a lot of tables. If you are a project manager 
and you want to show the results of the security 
analysis to your boss it is difficult because you use 
tables"



Threats to validity

● Conclusion Validity
○ Statistical Power -> ANOVA power = 0.89, Wilcoxon 

power = 0.86 
● Internal Validity

○ Bias in data analysis -> 3 different researchers, 
expert assessment 

● Construct Validity
○ Research instruments -> post-task questionnaire 

and interview guide reviewed by 3 different 
researchers

● External Validity
○ Realism of application scenarios and tasks
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Conclusions and Future Work

● Controlled experiment with 28 Msc students to compare 
visual vs textual risk-based methods

● Main findings
○ Visual method more effective in identifying threats 

■ Why: diagrams help brainstorming
○ Textual method more effective in identifying mitigations

■ Why: clear and systematic process
○ Visual method perception higher than the textual one

● Future work
○ Guidelines that provide decision support for selection
○ Causal explanations of why choosing a risk assessment 

method in given circumstances will be the best decision 
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